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Purpose
Describe the elements of a new, practical, Bayes-optimal, and
theoretically unified foundation for multisensor-multitarget problems:
“Finite-Set Statistics” (FISST).
Finite-set statistics is the basis for a fundamentally new, Bayesoptimal, and theoretically unified approach to SLAM and related
robotics problems that is the focus of this workshop:
• Mullane, Vo, Adams, Vo: “A random-finite-set approach to
Bayesian SLAM, IEEE T-Robotics, (27)2: 268-282, 2011.
• Mullane, Vo, Adams, Vo: Random Finite Sets in Robotic
Map Building and SLAM, Springer, 2011.
My purpose here is contextual: to provide an overview of FISST and
to explain its pertinence for SLAM and similar applications

Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM)

• Multiple moving robots explore an unfamiliar environment without
access to GPS or a priori map (terrain, architectural) information
• Without human intervention and by employing only their oboard
sensors, the robots must detect and localize uknown stationary
landmarks (“features”)
• From these landmarks they must construct, on-the-fly, a local map
of the environment
• Then they must situate themselves within this map—along with any
unknown, moving, and possibly noncooperative targets

Important Points to Consider

• The landmarks will be unknown, and of unknown, varying number
• The robots will be unknown and of unknown, varying number
• The sensor measurements—whether generated by robots, targets,
landmarks, or clutter—will be varying and of varying number
• There is generally no a priori way to order the robots, the landmarks,
the targets, or the measurements

The Theoretical Challenge

• Vector representations of SLAM scenarios are problematic
• How can we measure the degree of deviation between between the
actual map and a SLAM algorithm’s estimate of it (which will differ
not only in estimates of individual landmarks, but in their number)?
• How can we claim that the algorithm’s estimate is “optimal” in a
Bayesian sense?

The Approach: Finite-Set Statistics
• Formulate SLAM problems in terms of random finite set (RFS) theory
• Generalize “Statistics 101” concepts to multitarget realm:
multitarget probability laws, multitarget integro-differential calculus
• From formal statistical models of sensors & targets, create RFS
multisensor-multitarget measurement models
• From formal statistical models of target motions (including
appearance & disappearance) create RFS multitarget motion models
• From the RFS motion & measurement models, construct “true”
multitarget Markov densities and likelihood functions
• From the Markov density & likelihood function, construct an optimal
solution: a multisensor-multitarget Bayes recursive filter
• Construct principled approximations of the optimal filter—e.g., PHD
filter, CPHD filter, multi-Bernoulli filter, etc.
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The Random Set Filtering Website
RFS Filtering Website
•

United Kingdom mirror Prof. Daniel Clark, D.E.Clark@hw.ac.uk
– http://randomsets.eps.hw.ac.uk/index.html

•

Australian mirror Prof. Ba-Ngu Vo, ba-ngu.vo@uwa.edu.au
– http://randomsets.ee.unimelb.edu.au/index.html

RFS-SLAM Website
•

Prof. Martin Adams, martin@ing.uchile.cl

– http://www.cec.uchile.cl/~martin/Martin_research_18_8_11.html
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Special Case: The Kalman Filter
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Example of a PHD
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Probability Hypothesis Density: Picture
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The Cardinalized PHD (CPHD) Filter
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The PHD/CPHD Filters and Closely-Spaced Targets
PHD / CPHD filters permit detection and tracking of multiple targets
when conventional approaches begin to perform poorly
“tracking barrier”

targets are sufficiently separated
w/r/t sensor resolution that they
can be tracked individually
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filters or by CPHD filter
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w/r/t sensor resolution that
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The PHD/CPHD Filter and Large Target Clusters
PHD / CPHD filter permits tracking of dense target clusters when
conventional approaches begin to perform poorly
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Conclusions
• Finite-set statistics is the basis for a new, Bayesoptimal, and theoretically unified approach to SLAM
• Permits a more principled way of approaching SLAM
• Promising new SLAM algorithms

• For more details on finite-set statistics
–
–
–
–

Handbook of Multisensor Data Fusion, 2nd Ed., Chapter 16
Statistical Multisource-Multitarget Information Fusion
“Statistics ‘101’ for multisensor, multitarget data fusion”
papers listed in bibliography of the workshop paper
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